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Abstract 

In 2004, two Russian researchers worked on the extraction of car fine, one of 

the carbon images. At the end of a series of experiments, we extracted the 

graphin chips with a diameter equivalent to one atom diameter. Using a 

standard adhesive tape by peeling the graphite material known in pencils. 

Although it is a carbon image, it has a two-dimensional hexagonal crystal 

structure like a slice of a bee cell as shown in the picture below: 

  

Article Alkravan has a strong structure make it a slice of paper 

than a thickness of one atom more powerful 300 times of steel in the same fish 

structure (presumably that the steel can be the same thickness), and it is 

shown by one tests conducted in 2009, which called for classification Alkravan 

that one The most powerful material known so far. 

Caravin has a unique mechanical properties. Caravin has become the 

focus of scientific interest because of its unique properties and applications. It 

has a high surface area and a wide range of mechanical, electrical, thermal and 

optical characteristics, making it an ideal material used as a practical filler in 

many Of secondary overlays. 

Uses of Carafine 

the ravin he is layer single from matter at alkrav (used in 

a pens lead ) constituents from several layers, done isolation the ravin first once 

in 2003 it was expected that is being subject the most used in a techniques the 

future, which is thick corn carbon one rank in a 

manner hexa flat like cell bees, which it take up from the paper milliononce, and 

because it is consists from atoms carbon just they are more 

powerful from diamond and stronger from the farmer b 300 once and 
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her connectivity electric and thermal top than for 

copper, matter the ravin be transparent it executes 98% of the light during 

which for her fish flour, believes on domain wide that matter grafen she 

alternative for 

article silicon. That features matter grafen no almost simultaneous they 

are solid very and thin and their price appropriate. Get up many from companies 

currently with attempts for investment where. That imagine uses the future for 

graphene can compare it using plastic (nylon), can be illustrated uses of gravine 

as follows: 

 screens touch, as owned transparency and 

connectivity electric high, but obstacle before use it he is height its 

price opposite materials used currently in a making screen 

stouch ( oxides) and tin and indium ) , 

 purification water, as allow the ravin the passage water from through 

him and prevents passage gases and fluid other, there research modern to 

use in a purification waters the sea from the salt, 

 in a making devices e, because its connectivity good it is it is 

possible that uses instead of from silicon but obstacle before this the 

use he is non possibility firefighting its connectivity such as silicon, 

 in a therapy tumors cancer and delivery drugs for sites the cure in a the 

body, 

 In a making batteries lightest and more efficiency using it instead 

of from at alkrav. 
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